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T

his is an era filled with infinite
purchasing opportunities—an age
geared to consumers. Americans
are given endless choices for spending
their money every time they turn on the
radio or TV, read a magazine, access the
Internet, or attempt to choose a hair
conditioning product from a selection
that spans an entire aisle.
Consumer goods shape Americans’
lives to the point that they are constantly
forced to make conscious or unconscious
decisions about how to spend their
money-or not spend it. In fact, there are
degrees of how important we perceive
certain purchases to be, which makes
the process of prioritizing even more
complicated. This means that while one
person may be willing to spend $100
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Newly built by PSG Construction, this
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and casual appeal of the craftsman style
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on a pair of trousers, another consumer
sets $50 as his limit. For every person
who purchases a $30,000 car, there may
be one who will purchase a $20,000
model. Consumers must constantly
make purchasing decisions: do I eat at
a full-service restaurant or fast-food
chain today? Should I buy the designer
watch or a knock-off? Can I settle for
the store brand of cereal or will only a
name brand suffice? Am I willing to
pay someone to maintain my lawn or
should I take care of it myself?
There are no right or wrong answers
to these questions. What matters to
one person may not matter to another.
What consumers can afford greatly
affects purchasing decisions also. The
degrees of importance placed on
purchases, however, most often reflect
a person’s lifestyle, preferences and
income. Without getting into a weighty
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philosophical debate, what it really
boils down to is what is important to
the individual.
This also applies, in part, to a homeowner’s decision to renovate as opposed
to buying a new home or tolerating the
home’s current condition—with one
critical difference. While many goods
or services are short-term investments,
a remodeling project is a long-term
condition that the homeowner will live
with indefinitely. Buying a box of cereal
that the kids decide they really don’t
like is a short-term investment that the
consumer only has to tolerate until the
box is gone. A sweater that is uncomfortable to wear will probably stay in the
sweater drawer until it is given away.
And if a pair of trousers wear out
prematurely, chances are the consumer
won’t purchase that brand again. All of
these purchases affect the consumer for
only a short period of time and don’t
involve a large investment.
On the other hand, a remodeling
project is typically one of the largest
investments a homeowner will make
aside from the home itself. Carefully
considering who will be responsible for
this project is critical to its success—as
an investment and a refuge for the
homeowner.
While the sweater can be tucked
away in a drawer, the cereal box can sit
in the pantry, and the trousers can be
replaced, the results of a remodeling
project is something the homeowner
will encounter every day by living and
working in the newly renovated space.
If the project does not materialize as
anticipated, the homeowner could
regret their investment every day—
until the home is sold. When the
remodeling project becomes a disappointment for one reason or another,
the homeowner can no longer consider
home the refuge that it should be.
This point clearly expresses the
necessity of prioritizing goals and
expectations for a remodeling project and
continued on page 7
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AREAS OF SERVICE:
RESIDENTIAL ADDITIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Master bedroom suites
Family rooms
Second stories
Game rooms
Exercise rooms
Sports courts
Ballrooms
Luxury kitchens
Luxury bathrooms

RESIDENTIAL
RENOVATIONS
• Whole house renovations
• Luxury kitchens
• Luxury bathrooms

NEW RESIDENCES
• Tear downs
• Custom homes
• One-of-a-kind residences

COMMERCIAL
•
•
•
•

Office buildings
Office additions
Store front facade facelifts
Interior build-outs
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Craftsman Character is Coupled
with Contemporary Comfort
New Home

C

omfortably established on
country property overlooking
Orlando’s Lake Hart, this newly
constructed craftsman style home
could easily pass for a bungalow built
several decades ago. Desiring “something rustic” to remind them of their
Midwest roots, the owners were
attracted to the unpretentious style
of the craftsman design.
What makes this 2,300 square foot
an undeniable success is how it tastefully blends in with its country environment. Inside and out, the home constructed by PSG Construction, Inc. and
custom designed by Lucia Custom
Home Designers, Inc., features characteristics associated with the craftsman
style particularly popular in the 30’s
and 40’s. “This plan works extremely

well on the country property because
the home consists of ‘earthy’ details
like stone and wood that are so natural
in a country setting,” Paul Gidus of
PSG Construction says.
The three bedroom, three bath
home includes a great room, eat-in
kitchen, sunroom, two bedrooms with
an optional fourth bedroom/bonus
room. All the features of a thoroughly
modern floor plan are cleverly mixed
with craftsman characteristics. As a
result, it possesses an inviting appeal
that sometimes escapes larger, more
pretentious designs. The owners describe
their new home as one giving them a
“really warm feeling.”
“The key to designing a period
home is recreating the warmth and
comfortable feeling of a house that’s
been there forever,” Jim Lucia of Lucia

Custom Home Designers explains. This
may explain the rekindled interest in
the craftsman home as more and more
people desire to experience genuine
comfort and informality in their homes.
Exterior craftsman details on the
home include fish scale siding, cultured
stone, stucco and wood finishes. A
recessed porch, open rafter tails and
tapered-boxed columns contribute to
the elevation’s character. Unique to the
exterior finish is an iron screen door
custom designed to match the mahogany
front door. The overall effect is an
almost ‘snug’ look—typical of the
craftsman bungalow.
Thanks to a good design that
addresses contemporary lifestyles, the
2,300 square foot home appears more
spacious inside. The voluminous 19’
open foyer, an open floor plan connect-

ing the great room and eat-in kitchen,
and balconies overlooking the great
room make the home actually seem
much larger. Special craftsman details
inside are an oak staircase, stained
wood trim, wood floors with inlaid
tile, and tapered square columns of
stained wood. A highlight is the
furniture-grade built-in entertainment
center/bookcase surrounding the fireplace. An authentic barn beam serves
as the mantle. Constructed of stone
and wood the entertainment center/
bookcase repeats architectural features
of the craftsman period. Maple-tone
trim throughout the house and
columns in the living areas lend to the
home’s comfortable personality.
Part of the project’s overall success
rested on how the actual construction
was carried out. Paul explains, “I think
PSG Construction brought a great deal
of knowledge to this project. We’re
recognized for our work as renovation
specialists.” But Paul believes it was
this very expertise that gave them the
edge in successfully building the new
home. “Our company is well-versed in
properly researching finishes, details
and fixtures in order to accurately
match them in remodeling projects.
This ability greatly contributed to the
success of the project. We were also
able to bring in all of the right subcontractors and suppliers to execute this
design,” Paul says.
With just the right mix of nostalgia
and modern comforts, the newly
constructed home offers the owners
the best of both past and present...
perfectly. PSG
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SOURCES
Interior trim & doors - Residential
Building Supply
Light fixtures - Lightstyle
Wood floors - Citrus Floors
Stone - Harwood Brick Orlando
Home Design - Lucia Custom Home
Designers
Interior Design - Leecy Wyatt of Carolyn
Franklin Interior Design
Interior furnishings - Past & Present
Furniture & Antiques
Landscaping - Harmony Gardening at
Shore Acres Nursery
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Media Room Expansion Successfully
Blends Old with New

M

aking an addition appear as
part of the original house can
test the ingenuity and craftsmanship of the remodeling professional.
PSG Construction was put to the test
during a recent media room addition
which called for an existing 10’x25’
play room to be expanded by 250
square feet to create a media room
befitting a growing family. Hardly a
major project, the addition still
required research on the existing roof
lines, windows, and other conditions in
order to successfully duplicate them.
“Regardless of the size of a project,”
Paul Gidus explains, “it still requires
and deserves careful research so that
the new addition looks like it had been
there all along. This is just as important
in any size project.”
By researching the original flooring,
PSG Construction was actually able to
match it to new maple planking installed
on a precisely level foundation. The
original floor was then stripped and

PSG to Conduct
Remodeling Seminars

stained along with the new section
for a flawless finish. Attempting to
determine the old floor from the new
is virtually impossible. Casing was
specially milled to match the existing
1950’s style casing found in the original
section of the room.
Two banks of windows and French
doors leading to the outdoor pool give the
newly expanded room plenty of natural
light. A custom built-in entertainment
center allows the room to live up to its
purpose by housing the television and
stereo equipment, as well as keeping
family possessions well organized.
Equally important is how the room
addition blends with the exterior of the
house. PSG Construction was careful to
match important details including roof
pitches and finishes, soffit details, and
exterior finishes.
The owners of this home welcome
the versatility and comforts that the
newly expanded room now offers to
their growing family. PSG

I

n an effort to help homeowners
understand more about the remodeling process, PSG Construction and
partner Stephen Gidus is offering educational seminars. Anyone considering
a remodeling project will gain valuable
knowledge from these information
packed seminars. Participants will
come away with the tools they need to
minimize the headaches and potential
pitfalls that can occur and maximize
the success of the project and return
on their investment. Stephen Gidus
explains, “Our main goal is to convey
to the homeowner what to expect
before embarking on a remodeling
project.”

continued from page 3

SOURCES
Interior trim & doors Residential Building Supply
Windows - Garner Window
& Door
Wood floors - Citrus Floors
Air Conditioning - Standard
Air
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Currently, seminars are planned at Winter
Park Civic Center, Bay Hill Country Club
and The Knowledge Shop. For more
information about the seminars contact
Gail at PSG Construction at 628-9660. PSG

The Influence of the Great Consumer Age
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Seminar Topics will Include:
• Assembling a Complete Team of
Professionals
• Communicating with the Remodeler
• Plans, Contracts, Specifications and
Product Selection
• Surviving the Project - Avoiding
the Most Common Mistakes
• Should You Live in the House or
Move Out During Construction?
• The Cost to Remodel

Far left: The French doors in the newly
enlarged media room provide access to the
outdoor pool (not shown) and blend with
existing architectural details. Roof materials, soffit and fascia lines come together
to blend the new addition.
Left: The house before.
Above: Enlargement of an existing play
room created a versatile media room
with custom built entertainment center,
oversized windows and French doors (see
accompanying photo.) The existing maple
floor was stripped and stained to match
a new section of flooring. Distinguishing
the old floor from the new is virtually
impossible.

the importance of the selection process
for choosing a renovation contractor.
Finding a contractor who can create
a successful project means finding one
who is receptive to the homeowner’s
needs and goals. This kind of contractor
listens to the homeowner and hears
what they are saying about their goals
and expectations. He determines how
the homeowner currently lives in order
to get an idea of what kind of lifestyle
the homeowner is attempting to create.
For the investment homeowners put
into a renovation project, they should
receive a newly remodeled space or
addition that meets specific goals and
expectations. Their investment should
also buy them the same kind of service
and professional expertise they would
expect from a medical doctor or attorney,
too. This last point is crucial to the
long-lasting success of the project.
Homeowners who place a high priority
on the comfort of their family and an
enhanced lifestyle will seek a remodeling contractor who can provide them
with the highest form of service and
professional expertise available.
Homeowners who select a remodeling contractor because of a low bid or

affordability often spend additional
money correcting an inferior condition
sometimes more than if they had chosen
the contractor with the higher bid.
Homeowners who cannot afford to
correct the work have no choice but
to live with it—and be reminded of it
everyday.
In a consumer age which provides
Americans with endless purchasing
opportunities, homeowners can select
from dozens of remodeling contractors
to complete their project. Many choices
consumers make affect them for only a
short period of time and don’t involve
a large investment. A remodeling
project, on the other hand, is one of the
largest investments a homeowner will
make and deserves a greater consideration. Consumers who highly value the
professional expertise that goes along
with quality, performance and service,
will look for these attributes in the
remodeling contractor they select for
their project. PSG
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New Lease on Livability

W

hen the owners of this
Windemere home relocated
to Central Florida from
Atlanta, they retained the architect who
had worked on their Georgia home to
draw up plans for renovating their new
Florida home.
The couple was pleased with the
potential of the home and its desirable
location just across from Lake Butler.
Yet their vision reached beyond the
present state of the house. Discontent
with the home’s uninspiring architectural style and mediocre living areas,
the couple sought out PSG Construction
to team up with their Atlanta architect
and help increase the livability and
character of their new home.
PSG Construction was enthusiastic
about working with the couple’s
architect. Paul and Stephen found that
the house possessed characteristics
typical of many homes built in the
80’s—boxy, closed-in and unimpressive.
In particular, the home had a dated
elevation, choppy entrance and staircase, and cavernous family room that

was awkwardly dwarfed by a single
sliding glass door. Paul and Stephen
knew that simple but effective
modifications could turn the home
from weary to wow. And they had a
few of their own ideas on how to
compliment the architect’s plans. Now
the fifteen-year-old home is something
the couple is eager to show off to new
found friends.
Remodeling work started by
enhancing the front elevation with a
column entrance and arched glass door
system, new windows and roof, and
tiled portico. The modifications created
a more inviting and refreshing elevation.
Beyond the front door, guests are
immediately enveloped in the spaciousness created by the renovation.
Contributing to the overall effect is the
widened entry, rebuilt double staircase,
and expansive window and sliding
glass door design in the family room.
These components blend harmoniously
for an exciting first impression. Details
of the renovation begin with a single
continued on page 14
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Above: Most striking is the dramatic view
from the entry of the arched Palladianstyle windows and sliding French doors in
the family room. This single modification
enhances the soaring cathedral ceiling and
extends the view onto the pool and patio
area beyond the family room.

Above: The reconstructed staircase brings
drama into the spacious family room.
Hand-engineered, the unique double staircase (see entry photo for full view) was
crafted with oak treads and handrails,
and iron balusters and posts.
Right: The staircase before.

Left: The entry before.

Below: The kitchen before.

Right: The kitchen renovation took place
without reconfiguring cabinetry to maximize cost-efficiency. The island received a
new tile surface, with Corian replacing the
remaining countertops. An inlay of tumbled marble on the tile floor surrounds the
island.
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Shaelyn’s Interiors

Building or Remodeling?

A Distinctive Collection of Fine Antiques,
Reproduction Furniture and Accessories
from Around the World

Specializing in
Custom Stone Work
1610 Alden Road
Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: (407) 228-6146
Fax: (407) 228-6145
Website: www.castlestone.com
Email: sales@castlestone.com

Visit
our
Showroom

Harwood Brick - Orlando
325 North Street
Longwood, FL
(407) 831-1050

500 Virginia Drive, Orlando, FL 32803
(one block east of Lake Ivanhoe)

897-1110

10% Off for mentioning this ad

You Deserve a Window With
Standards As High As Your Own.
Hurd windows are respected by top builders
and architects for their impeccable workmanship and superior energy performance. Hurd
quality and value are becoming the standard by
which other windows are measured.

When You’re Serious
About Windows.

Available at:

WINDOW & DOOR
6615 Edgewater Dr.
Orlando, FL 32810

(407) 291-6241

Specializing in Hardwood,
Installation,
Sanding & Finishing

LUMBER • DOORS • TRIM • HARDWARE

It’s a fact. Some builders simply have higher standards than others. They demand more of
themselves, their employees, and the products they recommend. That’s why you should consider
one who uses Andersen®® Windows. It’s a sure sign that he cares about his customers’ satisfaction –
and his own reputation.

Residential Building Supply
327 EAST HIGHBANKS ROAD
DEBARY, FL 32713

Harris-Tarkett®
Hardwood Flooring
In-home Shopping Service Showroom By Appointment

CITRUS FLOORS, INC.
Call Peggy at: (407) 290-3464

•
•
•
•
•

DEBARY (407) 668-4468
ORLANDO (407) 647-7771
FAX (407) 668-2557

Available at
The Window and Door Source
(800) 544-4786 or (407) 293-6279

Whole House Design Contract Sales
Builder Discounts
Over 37 Years Service
Largest Lamp & Fixture Selection in Central Florida
Landscape Lighting Designs

1155 N. Orange Avenue, Orlando

(407) 896-7252
HOURS: M-F 8:30am-5:30pm, Sat 10:00am-4:00pm
FREE DELIVERY!!!

Sub-Zero Distributors, Inc.
To visit our showroom or for the dealer nearest you please call
(407) 857-3777
Sub-Zero Distributors, Inc. of Florida • 9777 Satellite Blvd. • Suite 200 • Orlando, FL 32837
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PSG Construction Gains Membership
to Exclusive Organization
embership into the Master
Custom Builder Council, an
exclusive Central Florida
organization, was recently granted to
PSG Construction. This grass-roots
association was founded by Rial Jones,
owner of Jones-Clayton Construction,
Inc., and has gained much status and
prestige in the ten years it has been in
existence.
Pledging to “maintain the highest
professional standards in the home
building industry,” the Master Custom
Builder Council (MCBC) consists of 35

M

of Central
Florida’s foremost custom
and luxury
home builders.
Gaining membership into
the council by
invitation only, this elite group of
professionals are carefully screened,
and must meet the strict code of
standards and requirements enforced
by the organization.
Prior to joining the council, MCBC

builders already possess a reputation for
quality, professionalism and integrity.
Seminars, continuing education and
monthly membership meetings
provide members with additional
opportunities to expand their
knowledge and expertise.
Homeowners who place high
priorities on the quality of their
residence and lifestyle will enjoy the
numerous benefits of selecting PSG
Construction, an MCBC member, as
their contractor of choice. PSG

New Lease on Livability

above the sliding French doors in the
family room. These successfully and
architecturally enhance the soaring
cathedral ceiling while extending the
view onto the pool and patio area located
beyond the family room. Visible from
the foyer, guests are drawn into the
open, airy and welcoming home.
Adjacent to the family room, the
kitchen affords a dramatic view of the
unique staircases. The kitchen received
its own renovation without changing
the configuration of the cabinetry.
Existing doors and drawer fronts were
removed and replaced with new doors
and drawer fronts. Cabinets were relaminated. Tile was laid on the island
work surface, and Corian countertops
replaced the remaining countertops.
New appliances were also installed.
The tile floor in the family room
extends into the kitchen to accentuate
the feeling of spaciousness. An inlay of
tumbled marble on the tile floor surrounds the island for unexpected interest. Multiple recessed can fixtures bring
adequate lighting to the kitchen, while
twin fixtures provide task lighting over
the island work area.
From the kitchen, three steps lead
into the dining room, which also
received renovation attention. The stair
treads on the steps and the dining floor
were replaced with oak flooring that
matches the oak floor in the living room
and entrance. A new chandelier and

broad transom window naturally lightens the room and offers a pleasing view.
PSG Construction successfully
carried out the architect’s vision and
enhanced the original plans with
unique details such as the iron and oak
staircase. The renovation helped the
transplanted Atlanta couple feel at
home in their new surroundings and
take full advantage of Florida’s relaxed
lifestyle. The once boxy, uninteresting
home has been given a new lease in
providing livability and sophisticated
details to enrich the way the owners
spend private time and entertain. PSG

continued from page 9

expanse of oak flooring in the entry
and living room. Matching oak treads
on the rebuilt double staircase were
finished with oak handrails and iron
balusters and posts. PSG Construction
is particularly pleased with the staircase design their master craftsmen
hand-engineered. This was a refreshing
replacement to thehome’s original and
rather common arrangement.
One of the most striking details
is the half-round configuration of
Palladian-style windows extending
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Design
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PSG Partner Helps Needy in Mexico

W

hile a week at a Mexican
resort would have been more
luxurious, PSG partner Paul
Gidus opted to devote a week of his
time this past summer to a unique
organization which builds houses for
needy Mexican natives.
Called Project Mexico and founded
by an Orthodox Christian couple who
also operate an orphanage for Mexican
boys, the organization uses the labor of
willing volunteers who spend five days
constructing small homes on equally
small lots. The homes are less than
modest. Measuring 11’x22’—the size of
an average American family room, the
uninsulated houses consist of two
rooms, concrete floor, flat roof, and
used windows and door. There is no
plumbing or bathroom.
Paul found it necessary to deviate
from the usual stringent standards he
employs on Central Florida projects.
There were no inspectors, compaction
tests or surveys. “You just eye it up
and proceed,” Paul says.
Paul worked with a crew of men
and women who had no building
experience (except a priest with
construction experience); but the only

requirement was that
volunteers could hammer
a nail and put in eight
hours of physical labor
each day.
Breakfast, lunch and
dinner consisted of the
same menu: flour tortillas,
beans and rice. The crew
slept in tents at the nearby
orphanage.
At the job site, crew
members shared a makeshift outhouse used by
neighboring residents.
“It made the Port-a-John’s
Paul Gidus (center rear), standing in front of completed house.
on our job sites look
Standing left to right: family members of the owner of the
great,” Paul recalls.
house, Carmen, owner of the house and her son, (standing in
Meeting the woman front of Paul) Fr. Ted Pisarchuck of Jacksonville, FL (far right).
for whom the house was
being built was a highlight for Paul.
home is to be built on and be employed.
“She was thrilled because we finished
Typical jobs in Mexico pay approximately
her ceiling with drywall; similar homes
$35 a week.
just had exposed framework. She also
The five-day experience was “a
had a concrete floor instead of the usual
priceless experience,” Paul says. “You
dirt,” Paul explains.
know you accomplished something,
Those applying for a home provided
but realize it really wasn’t a big deal
by Project Mexico must meet two
after all. I gave them my time and
requirements many Mexicans are hardtalent, but received ten-fold in return.”
pressed to fulfill: own the property the
PSG

Quality Craftsmen, Suppliers and Manufacturers You Can Count On

(407) 647-4848

(407) 629-7001

Matt Wagy
(407) 898-1116

407-839-8893

(407) 291-1553

DYNAMIC GARAGE DOORS
ROBERT H. RUE
Repairs • Sales • Service

40+ Years Experience
(407) 644-4618

SMYTH
LUMBER COMPANY

(407) 291-2641

(407) 332-0216

(904) 749-4254
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One of the biggest
investments you’ll
ever make should be
managed by one of
the top 50 remodelers
in the nation

The
Renovation
Specialists

SM

Named one of the
nation’s 50 best
remodeling companies by
REMODELING Magazine.
www.psgconstruction.com

